Integrating people, process and IT.

JDA Reporting for MMS and JDA Business Analysis for PMM

Business Intelligence for Informed
Decision Making
Transform your business to make well-informed decisions
based on accurate and real-time information gathered from
your entire business network. Gain a competitive edge with
these agile and intuitive analytics solutions. With tightening
budgets and reduced resources, Business Intelligence (BI)
empowers business to solve individual and company-wide
challenges with confidence.

Optimize the Decision-Making
Process
JDA Reporting for MMS and JDA Business Analysis for
PMM provide the capabilities to effectively manage the
complexities of your organization through real-time and
historical views of critical data. These comprehensive
solutions deliver timely reporting capabilities to improve the
effectiveness of daily decision making. Enhance how you
engage with colleagues to deliver mission-critical insights
across the entire enterprise. Confidently and quickly take
actions to improve the business through analytics and BI.

Enhance Operational Efficiencies
Real-time visibility improves operational efficiency, from
cost controls to customer service. JDA Reporting and
JDA Business Analysis provide the insights needed to
continuously improve performance. Up-to-the-minute
information is accessible to decision makers quickly
and accurately along with detailed insight to assist with
addressing the most pressing operational issues.

Drive Business Intelligence from JDA
MMS and PMM
JDA Reporting and JDA Business Analysis bring together
data from other applications resulting in complete reporting
coverage. These tools are pre-integrated into JDA’s
solutions, allowing for real-time access to the data they
generate. Based on IBM Cognos 11, these analytics tools
are easily supportable within the MMS and PMM platforms.
These solutions have many advantages over JDA’s legacy
reporting tool and users will quickly see the improvements.

Increase productivity with customized reports
from anywhere at anytime.

Key Benefits
< Real-time access to data so there is no
			 need to wait for batch data
< Capabilities to combine data sources
< Consistent web-based experience
			 accessible via web browser or mobile
< Access whenever and wherever
< Interactive way for anyone to find,
			 explore and share data-driven insights
< Find precise and timely answers from
			captured data
< Create compelling reports and 		
			dashboards
< Easily distribute reports throughout the
			 company in multiple formats

JDA Reporting for MMS and JDA Business Analysis for PMM
Solution Capabilities
MMS and PMM Data Integrity
< Pre-integrated to JDA MMS and PMM
< Real-time access to data from JDA solutions
< Based on IBM Cognos 11 and easily supportable
Modern User Interface
< Intuitive interface helps all users quickly author
			content
< Innovative, modern look
< Single interface to create ad hoc or pixel perfect
			 reports, frees up IT
< Dashboards can be created using drag and drop
			 on mobile device or desktop
< Automatic recommendation of the best
			 visualizations for data
< Templates and styles lets users format reports 		
			instantly
< On-demand menus for access to full capabilities
			 over a clean workspace

Key Benefits
< Pinpoint the position and status of all
			 inventory, orders and shipments from a
			single dashboard
< Understand performance levels across
			 all operations including forecasting
			 inventory, fulfillment and transportation
< Consolidate data from multiple systems
			 to quickly and easily check business
			status
< Improve bottom-line results with 		
			 informed, fact-based decisions based
			 on business intelligence

Easily Integrate Data Sources
< Easy upload of personal and external data
< Direct reporting from data sources
< Effortlessly combine data sources
< Ability to include data from additional sources
Operational Efficiencies
< Ability for users to automate reporting
< Export in multiple formats
< Consistent web-based experience
< Accessible via web browser/mobile
< Anytime/anywhere access
< User self-supported
< Contextualized smart search
< Scheduling and alerts built in

Modern user interface creates compelling
reports and dashboards.

Schedule a Demo
A demo of JDA Business Analysis for PMM and JDA
Reporting for MMS explores these solutions’ business
analysis, data visualization and reporting capabilities.
Protect your JDA software investment by letting the JDA
experts at RPE help you quickly and easily deploy new
reporting functionality to ensure you achieve a long-term
return on your JDA investment.
Instantly share findings and collaborate
with other teams.
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